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The Stone Tape theory is the speculation that ghosts and hauntings are analogous to tape recordings, and
that mental impressions during emotional or traumatic events can be projected in the form of energy,
"recorded" onto rocks and other items and "replayed" under certain conditions.
Stone Tape - Wikipedia
A Haunting is an American paranormal anthology television program that depicts eyewitness accounts of
possession, exorcism, and ghostly encounters.
A Haunting - Wikipedia
periodicals spiritual texts: print copies: authors are listed in alphabetical order by last name. titles are listed in
alphabetical order excluding the words a, an, and the.
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Hauntings, Ghosts & Spirits, New Orleans Original Ghost Stories, Haunted History And Virtual Tours of the
Unexplained.
MARIE LAVEAU TOMB NEW ORLEANS CEMETERY GHOST REAL PICTURES
National Geographic stories take you on a journey thatâ€™s always enlightening, often surprising, and
unfailingly fascinating.
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